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97 pts, Jane Anson
« A gorgeous wine, with concentrated power offset by lift and lyricism.
It fully expresses the character and personality of its location on the
limestone plateau, showing real juiciness and a focussed minerality,
with extremely flavourful crushed raspberry and blackberry fruits, and
touches of peony and rose on the nose. This is delicious, graceful, spicy
and persistent, with notes that spiral both downwards and upwards. The
violet reflections are off the chart. »

98-99 pts, James Suckling
« This is very linear and structured in a classical way for Bordeaux with
a very focused and tight core of beautiful fruit that gives an agile and
vivid palate of pretty fruit and bright acidity, not to mention the ultra
fine tannins, which deliver a seamless and limitless finish. »

97-99 pts, Lisa Perrotti-Brown
« A blend of 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc, the medium to
deep garnet-purple colored 2018 Belair Monange comes bounding out
of the glass with all the energy and vigor of a pedigree puppy, offering
notes of warm plums, wild blueberries, black raspberries and Morello
cherries with touches of chocolate box, lilacs, underbrush, menthol
and damp soil plus a waft of incense. Full-bodied, rich and decadently
layered in the mouth, the densely packed layers are charged with energy,
supported by firm, velvety tannins and a racy line of freshness, finishing
very long and very spicy. »

96-99 pts, James Molesworth
« A gorgeous wine, with concentrated power offset by lift and lyricism.
It fully expresses the character and personality of its location on the
limestone plateau, showing real juiciness and a focussed minerality,
with extremely flavourful crushed raspberry and blackberry fruits, and
touches of peony and rose on the nose. This is delicious, graceful, spicy
and persistent, with notes that spiral both downwards and upwards. The
violet reflections are off the chart. »
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